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An Infinite Class of Partial Geometries Associated with the 
Hyperbolic Quadric in PG(4n -1, 2) 
F. DECLERCK, R. H. DYE AND J. A. THAS 
We construct a class of partial geometries with parameters s = 22"-1 -1; t = 22"-1 ; a= 22"-2 
associated with the hyperbolic quadric in PG(4n -1, 2). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A (finite) partial geometry S = (P, B, I) is an incidence structure with a symmetric 
incidence relation satisfying the following axioms. 
(i) Each point is incident with t + 1lines (t;;?; 1) and two distinct points are incident with 
at most one line. 
(ii) Each line is incident with s + 1 points (s;;?; 1) and two distinct lines are incident with 
at most one point. 
(iii) If xis a point and La line, such that xIL, then there are exactly a(a;;?; 1) points Xt. 
x 2 , ••• ,Xa and a lines Lt.L2 , ••• ,La, such that xiL;Ix;IL,i=1,2, ... ,a. 
We call t, s and a the parameters of the partial geometry. This incidence structure was 
introduced by R. C. Bose [1]. 
If S = (P, B, I) is a partial geometry with parameters t, s and a, then S= (P, B, i), P= 
B, B = P and I= I is a partial geometry with parameters t = s, s= t and ci =a. 
The number v of points of a partial geometry equals v = (s + 1)0 while the number b of 
lines equals b = (t + 1)0, where 0 = (st +a)/a. 
The point graph of a partial geometry is strongly regular with parameters v = 
(s+1)(st+a)/a, n 1 =(t+1)s,p~t =s-1+t(a-1),pit =(t+1)a. 
Several necessary conditions for the existence of a partial geometry with parameters t, s 
and a can be proved. For more details we refer to [1, 13]. 
2. EXAMPLES 
The partial geometries can be divided into four (non-disjoint) classes. 
(a) The partial geometries with a = 1, the so called generalized quadrangles [13, 16]. 
(b) The partial geometries with a = s + 1 or dually a = t + 1. The partial geometries with 
a= s + 1 are the 2- (v, s + 1, 1) designs. 
(c) The partial geometries with a= s or dually a= t. The partial geometries with a= t 
are the Br.fock nets [2]. 
(d) The partiaYugeometries with 1 <a < min(s, t), which may be called the "proper" 
partial geometries. Up to now the only known infinite classes of partial geometries 
with 1<a< min(s, t) are constructed using (maximal) {qd -q + d, d}-arcs in pro­
jective planes of order q, q = 2h. These geometries have parameters s = 2h- 2k, 
t=2h-2h-k' a=(2k-1)(2h-k_1) (O<k<h,h;e2) and s=2h-1, t= 
2h+k_2h+2k, a=2k-1 (1<k<h) respectively. For more details we refer to 
[11, 12]. In [10] a partial geometry with s = t = 5 and a= 2 is constructed, while in 
[4] a partial geometry with s = 7, t = 8 and a = 4 is constructed. In this paper we shall 
prove that this last set of parameters is the first case of a new infinite family of 
parameter sets for which proper partial geometries exist. 
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3. SOME PROPERTIES OF THE HYPERBOLIC QuADRIC 
A hyperbolic quadric Q+(2n -1, q) is a non-singular quadric with Witt index n m 
PG(2n -1, q) [7]. 
The set of maximal totally isotropic subspaces on a hyperbolic quadric Q+(2n -1, q) is 
divided into two disjoint families ~1 and ~2• Two maximal totally isotropic subspaces on 
the quadric are in the same family iff the codimension of their intersection has the same 
parity as n. 
If H is a projective space of dimension n -2 on the quadric Q+(2n -1, q), then 
Q+(2n -1, q) contains exactly two maximal totally isotropic subspaces through H, one of 
each family. These two maximal totally isotropic subspaces define a PG(n, q ), and for q = 2 
this PG(n, 2) contains a unique hyperplane M(H) which contains H and is not on 
Q+(2n -1, q). Notice that M(H)\H consists of 2211 - 1 points off Q+(2n -1, q). 
Let P be a spread (i.e. a partition) of Q+(4n -1, 2) consisting of members of ~1· The 
existence of 1/1' was proved in [8]. We remark that 1/1' has cardinality 2211 - 1 + 1. If 
2211wf. 1~ i ~ - 1 + 1, is an element of 1/1', then the hyperplanes of wf are denoted by 
H;jo 1 ~j~2211 -1. 
4. A NEW CLASS OF PARTIAL GEOMETRIES 
22LEMMA 1. Ifwf is a fixed elementofP, then the spaces M(H;i), 1 ~j ~ " -1, define a 
partition on the set of all exterior points of the quadric Q+(4n -1, 2). 
PROOF. Suppose that x is a point off the quadric which is contained in M(H;k) and 
M(Hu), I¥= k. Then the polar· hyperplane rx of X with respect to Q+(4n -1, 2) contains 
Hu, H;k and hence wf. a contradiction since rx n Q+(4n -1, 2) has Witt index 2n -1. 
Hence any point off the quadric is in at most one space of type M(H;j). 
If we count the number of points off the quadric which are in spaces of type M (H;i ), for a 
fixed i and 1 ~j ~ 22 " -1, then we find that this number equals 22"-1(22 " -1), the total 
number of points off the quadric. 
LEMMA2 
2211(i) The spaces M(H;j), 1 ~ i ~ - 1 + 1, 1 ~j ~ 22 " -1, are totally isotropic with respect 
to the symplectic polarity defined by Q+(4n -1, 2). 
(ii) Let X be a point off the quadric and let rx be the polar hyperplane of X with respect to 
Q+(4n -1, 2). Then the 22n-1 + 1 spaces M(Hii) which contain x define a partition of 
Fx\{x}. 
PROOF 
(i) is immediate since all lines of M(H;i) are tangent lines of the quadric. 
(ii) The hyperplane Fx intersects the quadric Q+(4n -1, 2) in a non-singular quadric 
Q(4n -2, 2) and intersects 1/1' in a spread Px of Q(4n- 2, 2). Notice that Px consists 
of 22 n-l + 1 (2n- 2)-dimensional spaces. By Lemma 1 there are exactly 22 n-l + 1 
spacesM(H;j) incident with X and by (i) all these spaces are subspaces of rx. Since Px 
is a spread of Q(4n- 2, 2), any two of these 22 n-l + 1 spaces M(H;i) have only the 
point x in common. Consequently these 22n-t + 1 (2n -1)-dimensional spaces 
define a partition of Fx\{x}. 
THEOREM. Let 1/1' be a fixed spread of Q+(4n -1, 2) by elements of~1 • If Pis the set of 
all exterior points of the quadric, ifB is the set ofall spaces of type M(H;j), 1 ~ i ~ 22n-l + 1, 
1~ j ~ 2211 -1, and ifI is the natural incidence, then the incidence structureS= (P, B, I) is a 
2211 1 2partial geometry with parameters s = - 1 -1, t = 22"- , a= 2211 - • 
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PROOF. From the second part of Lemma 2 it follows that two points of S are incident 
with at most one element of B. If x is a point of S, then by Lemma 1 for any i x is incident 
with exactly one space M(H;j) and sot= 22n-t. Since a space of type M(H;j) intersects the 
quadric in the space H;i of dimension 2n- 2, we have s = 22 n-1 -1. 
Finally, let x be a point of S and let M(H;i) be a line of S such that xIM(H;i). By 
Lemma 2(i) this means that M(H;i) is not a subspace of the polar hyperplane rx of x. Hence 
rx n M(H;j) is a space PG(2n- 2, 2) and rx n w} = H;k with k ¥- j. By Lemma 2, the 22n-z 
elements of PG(2n -2, 2)\Q+(4n -1, 2) =PG(2n -2, 2)\(H;k nH;i) are exactly the 
points of S which are incident with M(H;j) and collinear (in S) with x. 
5. THE DuAL PARTIAL GEOMETRY 
Let x be a point off the quadric Q+(4n -1, 2), and let 1frx be the intersection of 1fr and 
the polar hyperplane rx of x. The spread P'x consists of 22n-t +1 mutually disjoint spaces 
of type H;i> 1,; i,; 22n-t + 1. These 22n-t + 1 spaces H;i are contained in 22n-t + 1 elements 
of f» 2 which constitute a spread cf>x of Q+(4n-1,2). We note that IUxcPxl= 
(22n-l + 1)(22 n -1) and so IUx ct>x I= lf»zl iff n = 2. 
If we denote by P the set Ux cf>x, by B the set of all spreads cf>x and by l the natural 
incidence, then S= (P, B, l) is isomorphic to the dual partial geometry of S. 
An orthogonal transvection T of Q+(4n -1, 2) interchanges f0 1 and f02 [8]. We can 
alternatively define B as the set of all elements T1fr, where 1fr is the fixed spread consisting 
of elements of f»t and where T ranges over all orthogonal transvections. It is quite easy to 
show directly from the geometry that S, defined in this way, is a partial geometry. 
6. REMARKS 
6.1. By Lemma 1 the 22 n -1lines M(H;i), i fixed, of S form a spread [6] of the partial 
geometry. 
6.2. The partial geometry S depends on the choice of the spread 1/'. To our knowledge 
there is no information whether or not all spreads of Q+(4n -1, 2), n;;;. 3, are projectively 
equivalent. However, all the spreads of Q+ (7, 2) are projectively equivalent, which follows 
easily from the fact that the translation plane [3] defined by the projection of rx n 1fr = 1frx 
onto a PG(5, 2) from the point x is the unique plane of order 8 (see also [8]). 
If n ;;;. 3, then there is only one point x such that the spread 1frx is a spread constructed 
from a field, i.e. corresponds (by projection from x onto a PG(4n- 3, 2)), to a regular 
spread of PG(4n -3, 2) [5]. 
6.3 Recently W. Haemers and J. H. van Lint [9] also constructed, using coding theory, 
a partial geometry with s =8, t =7, a =4. Probably this geometry and Cohen's model are 
isomorphic to our geometry in the case n = 2, even we think it is reasonable to conjecture 
that the partial geometry with s =8, t = 7 and a =4 is unique. 
6.4. Recently J. A. Thas [14] constructed a partial geometry based on a spread of 
Q+(4n -1, 3), but here the point set consists of half of the points of PG(4n -1, 3) 
\(Q+(4n -1, 3). If Q+(4n -1, 3) admits at least one spread then there arises a partial 
geometry with parameters s = 32n-1 -1, t = 32n-t, a= 2.32 n-2 • For n = 2, it is known that 
the spread exists [15], and so there exists a partial geometry with parameters s = 26, t = 
27, a= 18 (with 1080 points and 1120 lines). 
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